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CAJON VALLEY UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT 

 

PERSONNEL COMMISSION 

 

 

CLASS TITLE: BUDGET AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ANALYST 

 

BASIC FUNCTION: 

 

Under the direction of the Director-Fiscal Services, perform specialized and complex activities related to 

budget preparation, monitoring of revenue, expenditures categorical program budgets; oversee student 

attendance and State reporting; prepare a variety of statistical and narrative reports, analysis and 

summaries; assist with grant audits and annual audits; assure compliance with guidelines, rules, regulations 

and procedures affecting student attendance reporting, categorical program expenditures and other District 

budget requirements. 

 

REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES: 

 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES: 

 

Perform specialized and complex activities related to the preparation of categorical program and school 

site budgets, monitoring of revenue, expenditures and categorical program budget information for District 

funds, state reporting and budget preparation; assure compliance with guidelines, rules, regulations and 

procedures affecting budgetary actions. 

 

Provide technical assistance to administrators and staff in the development and maintenance of annual 

budgets and the Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP); assure compliance with funding criteria; 

monitor budget expenditures and approve transfers within District guidelines.  

 

Monitor program staffing requirements; process personnel action requests from sites and departments; 

assure staffing and budget allocations are within budgetary limits; compute costs of vacant positions, 

increasing/decreasing position hours, substitutes, hourly employees and applicable fringe benefits; process 

salary adjustments in appropriate computer systems. 

 

Prepare journal entries and make budget adjustments as requested by Principals and Directors; prepare 

journal entries for treasury transactions as received through auditor transfers; review coding for 

correctness; verify accuracy of payroll reports; allocate charges and fringes to proper accounts; research 

and reconcile discrepancies; prepare cash deposit documentation and credit card transaction posting 

documents for various District activities. 

 

Monitor purchase and warehouse requisitions and timesheets for compliance; confirm allocations are within 

budgetary limits and account numbers are valid; make corrections to invalid account numbers, as 

necessary. 

 

Conduct rese
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